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of innovative software approaches, integrated system architectures, the design analysis and performance
evaluationof systems to new techniques for presentingand capturing information.
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FOREWORD
A decade ago, terabyte online databases seemed unimaginably large. Now they
are just very large--but not uncommon. In the year 2000 we will be deploying
multi-petabyte databases if we can build the software in time. Our hardware
colleagues will deliver a hundred-fold improvement in storage performance and
price performance by then. Database researchers are challenged to invent the
algorithms and systems that deliver these hardware advances to end users.
There seems to be no shortage of data or limit on the demand for it. Rather,
database sizes are limited by technology:
• They must cost less than 10 billion dollars.
• We must be able to build, access, and operate them.
• End users must be able to access them and extract useful answers.
The VLDB Endowment and its VLDB Journal are dedicated to advancing
human ability to build very large database systems. This is an international
effort. It is also an interdisciplinary effort requiring advances in theory and
practice. The VLDB Endowment meeting last year observed that the VLDB
Journal has done a good job of representing theoretical approaches, but
somehow has not attracted systems or solutions articles. The Endowment asked
us to redouble our efforts to become the forum for software systems and
techniques needed to build very large databases.
I believe that systems and applications builders have not submitted articles
for a vadety of reasons. First, they are not encouraged by their employers to
disclose the proprietary techniques that give their systems a competitive edge.
Second, there is not a strong tradition of documenting system design
experiences. Third, and perhaps most importantly, systems articles have not
been accepted by most journals.
The VLDB Journal has a different editorial policy. We actively recruit
articles describing systems, solutions, and techniques. We work to help authors
present ideas and we try to review and publish articles quickly. If you have built
an interesting VLDB system or application, I encourage you to send us a
description of your work.
Jim Gray
Editor-in-Chief
Very Large Database Journal

